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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 2g

WeSSA JAMES, County Ctertt
r JACK COUNTY, TEXAS*P/ JACK

^^This Memorandum of Agreement is entered this the C- C^y day of
^^K 2021> by and between the County of Jack, Texas (hereinafter
referred tc\as "Jack County")and Zachary Walley.

WHEREAS, Zachary Walley is currently the owner of a 2 year old Belgian
Malinois narcotic detection dog named Canelo. With his current level oftraining
his worth is approximately $10,000 (training cost included). On July 16, 2021,
Zachary Walley and Canelo were certified as a Narcotics Detection Team by Jireh
K9 after completing an 80 hour course and by National Narcotic Detector Dogs
Association on July 16, 2021.

WHEREAS, Zachary Walley wishes to donate Canelo to Jack County to serve as
a Sheriff K9, to assist as a tool ofthe agency without cost to Jack County. Canelo
is current on all medical requirements, has no known medical defects and is fit for

duty. At his current age, he is expected to be able to provide 6 years ofservice
before retirement.

WHEREAS, Jack County desires to acquire Canelo as a working K9 for the Jack
County Sheriffs Office according to the terms and conditions set forth herein.

WITNESSETH

It is understood by the parties herein as follows:

1. Jack County will assume all liability of Canelo. Veterinary care for any
injury or exposure to hazardous substances that may occur will be the

responsibility of Jack County. This will only be necessary if the
Veterinarian will not be able to absorb the costs.

.DEPUTY



2. If at any time, Jack County determines that Canelo is to end his service as
a K9, he will be returned to Zachary Walley, immediately at no cost.

3. Zachary Walley shall remain the handler and partner for K9 Canelo during
his service with Jack County.

4. If at any time, Zachary Walley is no longer employed by Jack County,
Canelo will be returned to him immediately at no cost.

5. Jack County will provide avehicle capable of safe transportation of Canelo.
The vehicle will have adequate kennel space as well as heat safety
equipment.

6. Zachary Walley will retain the breeding rights to Canelo and will be
permitted to utilize him for breeding purposes.

7. Jack County will provide the funds for food for Canelo. Jack County will
also provide the required toys, leashes, harnesses etc necessary to
complete the task of narcotics detection.

ADOPTED this


